In this paper we prove that in positive characteristics normal embeddings of connected reductive groups are Frobenius split. As a consequence, they have rational singularities and are thus Cohen-Macaulay varieties.
Introduction
Let G be a complex connected reductive algebraic group and X a complex spherical G-variety. In [1] it is proved that if p is a prime number big enough, then the reduction mod p of X is Frobenius split and, in particular, has rational singularities. Thus, in characteristic zero G × G-equivariant normal embeddings of G -where G × G acts by left and right multiplication-have rational singularities. However, some spherical varieties in characteristic p > 0 are not Frobenius split; examples are quotients of a connected semi-simple group by non-reduced parabolic subgroupschemes (see [9] ). In this work we show that, in arbitrary positive characteristic, if G is reductive, then any normal G-embedding is Frobenius split, and as a consequence, it has rational singularities; moreover, we show that there exists a canonical Frobenius splitting. This can be done because of the good control of the geometry of these varieties, which allows us to follow the argumental lines used in the case of the complete symmetric varieties (see [15] and [2] ). In particular, normal irreducible reductive monoids, i.e. algebraic monoids whose unit group is connected and reductive, have rational singularities. A first step in the resolution of this problem for reductive monoids can be found in [13] , where it is shown that reductive monoids with unit group Gl 2 (k), PGl 2 (k)× k * and Sl 2 (k)× k * are Cohen-Macaulay varieties.
As an application, we generalize a result by Doty ([3] ) about the existence of good filtrations for normal reductive monoids with one-dimensional center to arbitrary reductive monoids.
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Definition 1. Let G be a connected reductive group over a field k of arbitrary characteristic
with an open orbit isomorphic to G/H , then X is called a G/H-embedding. If moreover X is normal, we say that X is a spherical variety. We say that X is simple if the action of G over X has only one closed orbit.
A reductive monoid is an algebraic monoid with unit group a reductive group. They are reductive embeddings; moreover we have the following: Theorem 1 ([14] ). The irreducible reductive monoids are exactly the affine embeddings of reductive groups. The commutative irreducible reductive monoids are exactly the affine embeddings of tori.
Notation. From now on, we restrict ourselves to the study of normal reductive embeddings and irreducible normal reductive monoids, unless stated otherwise. All reductive groups are supposed to be connected.
Spherical varieties, and thus reductive monoids, are classified in combinatorial terms (cf. [14] for the case of reductive monoids and [8] for the general case of spherical varieties). For reductive monoids, this classification is dual to that made by Vinberg in [17] in characteristic zero, in terms of the decomposition of their algebra of regular functions for the action of the unit group.
We will use some properties of the classification of spherical varieties in order to describe the geometry of reductive embeddings, in particular in order to find a desingularisation for any reductive embedding, so we summarize it in order to fix notations. Let G/H be a spherical homogeneous space, and B be a Borel subgroup of G such that BH ⊂ G is open. We denote k(G/H) (B) to be the set of Beigenvectors of k(G/H) , the field of rational functions of G/H , and Λ G/H to be the set of weights of k(G/H) (B) . We consider the space Hom Z (Λ G/H , Z) ⊗ Q = Q(G/H) ; the restriction to k(G/H) (B) induces an injection of the set of G-invariant valuations of the field k(G/H) , into Q(G/H) . Its image is a rational polyhedral cone, the valuation cone, denoted V(G/H) . On the other hand, if we denote D(G/H) to be the set of the irreducible B-stable divisors of G/H , the colors, then there exists a map ρ : D(G/H) → Q(G/H) .
To each simple spherical variety X with open orbit G/H corresponds a unique colored cone, namely a pair (C(X), F (X)) constructed as follows: let Y be the unique closed G-orbit of X , and put F (
be the subset of V(G/H) consisting of the valuations associated to the irreducible G-stable divisors of X . Then C(X) is the strictly convex polyhedral cone generated by B(X) and ρ(F (X)) . This cone verifies that C(X) • , the relative interior of C(X) , intersects the valuation cone.
Conversely, a pair (C, F ) verifying the properties described above determines a unique G/H-spherical variety such that (C(X), F (X)) = (C, F ) . Non-simple spherical varieties can be classified by means of colored fans, which are collections of colored cones with some compatibility restrictions. If the set of colors is empty, we say that the associated spherical variety is without colors, and we write C instead of (C, ∅) if no confusion is possible.
Finally, we recall that if X and X are spherical varieties with open orbits G/H and G/H respectively, dominant G-equivariant morphisms ϕ : X → X are in bijection with linear maps ϕ * :
where E X denotes the colored fan associated to X (cf. [8] ).
Notation. Let us fix some notations. Let G be a reductive group, and let T be a maximal torus of G . Let B be a Borel subgroup containing T , and B − its opposite Borel subgroup. We denote Ξ(T ) as the set of weights and Ξ + (T ) the semigroup of dominant weights with respect to B . We denote W to be the Weyl group associated to T , and C = C(G) to be the Weyl chamber associated to (B, T ) . We denote α 1 , . . . , α l and ω 1 , . . . , ω l to be the simple roots and fundamental weights associated to (B, T ), respectively.
Finally, we denote Ξ * (T ) to be the set of one parameter subgroups (1-PS) of T . We identify Ξ * (T ) with Ξ(T ) by means of a W -invariant scalar product ·, · , in such a way that ω i , α ∨ j = δ ij . From the Bruhat decomposition we get that the subvarieties
The combinatorial data associated to the spherical homogeneous space G =
).
Frobenius splitting for G-embeddings
In this section we prove that any normal reductive embedding has a rational resolution, and thus is Cohen-Macaulay.
Definition 2.
We say that a birational proper morphism ϕ : X → Y , X a irreducible smooth variety, is a rational resolution of Y if:
Here ω X is the canonical sheaf of X , and ω Y = i * ω Yreg , where i : Y reg → Y is the inclusion of the regular locus. If there exists a rational resolution for Y , then Y is normal and Cohen-Macaulay. Definition 3. Assume that char k = p > 0 . If X is a scheme over k, we denote F to be the absolute Frobenius morphism. We say that X is Frobenius split if the in-
In order to find a Frobenius splitting for a given variety, we will use the following criterion: [11] ). Let X be a complete smooth variety over a field k of characteristic p > 0 . Then
. In particular, a section σ ∈ H 0 (X, ω 1−p X ) induces a Frobenius splitting if and only if for some point q ∈ X and some local system of coordinates
First of all, we extend some known results about resolutions of singularities of G-embeddings to arbitrary characteristics. ([4] , [18] , [15] ). Let G be a reductive group and Z be its center. Then there exists a maximal simple projective embedding of G ad = G/Z ∼ = (G ad × G ad )/∆(G ad ) . We call this embedding the wonderful embedding of G ad (or G ) and denote it as X .
Proposition-Definition
Let us summarize the properties of the wonderful embedding to be used in our work:
The wonderful embedding is a smooth variety.
If C = C(G) notes the Weyl chamber of G associated to a Borel subgroup B , then the colored cone associated to the wonderful embedding is
Moreover, there exists a morphism γ :
is an isomorphism. The morphism γ verifies that for all (t, s) ∈ T 0 × T 0 , we have 
Proof. Let π : M → X be the canonical (G × G)-equivariant morphism and let U ⊂ X be the open subset isomorphic to U × U − × A l constructed for the wonderful embedding. As
variety containing T as an open dense set; that is, A is a toric T -variety.
Recall that X \ U = l i=1 D i X , where as before D i is the color associated to the simple root α i and · X means that we consider the closure in X . As π(D i M ) ⊂
. Then M C is a G-embedding, and
As M is without colors,
Recall that C A l , the cone associated to A l as a toric variety, is −C = V(G) . If a 1-PS λ of T has a limit in A C , then its image by π has a limit in A l ; thus λ ∈ V(G) . On the other hand, the 1-PS belonging to V(G) whose limit exists in M C are exactly those of V(M C ) = C ∩ V(G) ( [14] ). It follows that C AC = C , and thus that E A = E . Corollary 1. X be a normal G-embedding, without colors, with associated fan {C i , i ∈ I} . Suppose that C i is generated by a part of a basis of Ξ(T ) for all i ∈ I . Then X is smooth.
Proof. Consider the affine chart W ∼ = U × U − × A of X constructed in Proposition 2 . The fan associated to A as a T -toric variety is {C i } i∈I , so A is smooth ( [5] ), and it follows that X is smooth. Proposition 3. Let X be a normal G-embedding. Then there exist a smooth Gembedding X , without colors, and a proper birational (G×G)-equivariant morphism ϕ : X → X .
Proof. Let E = {(C i (X), F i (X))} be the colored fan associated to X , and consider the fan E obtained by considering the cones C i (X) ∩ V(G) and their faces. Take a subdivision of E into a fan E (necessarily without colors) such that each cone C of E is generated by part of a basis of Ξ(T ) ; this subdivision always exists; cf. the toric case ( [5] ). We claim that the G-embedding X associated to E verifies the required properties.
Indeed, the subdivision above induces a proper birational equivariant morphism ϕ : X → X ([8]), and it follows from Corollary 1 that X is smooth.
Remark. As the resolution of singularities ϕ : X → X constructed above is a birational proper morphism and that X is normal, then ϕ * O X = O X . It follows that if X is Frobenius split, then so is X ( [12] , [11] ).
Proposition 4. Let X be a normal G-embedding, without colors. Then a canonical divisor is given by
. . , r , are the (G×G)stable divisors of X and D i , i = 1, . . . , l , are the colors.
Proof. We identify the G-invariant sections of T G , the tangent bundle of G , with Lie(G) , the Lie algebra associated to G . Consider a basis γ 1 , . . . , γ h of the Uleft invariants sections of T U , the tangent bundle over U , and consider a basis γ 1 , . . . , γ h of the U − -right invariant sections of T U − , such that the γ i (resp. γ i ) correspond to the positive (resp. negative) root vectors of Lie(G) . We choose subscripts in such a way that if γ i corresponds to α , α a positive root, then γ i corresponds to −α . Let δ 1 , . . . , δ n be a basis of the (T × T )-invariant sections of the tangent bundle of T .
As
for some integers a j , b i . In order to calculate the order of vanishing of σ at X j , consider the open chart U × U − × A → X constructed in Proposition 2. It is clear that the vanishing order of σ at the divisor X j is given by the vanishing order of the restriction to A of δ 1 ∧ · · · ∧ δ s , which is a section of max T A reg . We are reduced to the toric case, and the vanishing order of σ at a divisor of the boundary of A is 1 , so div(σ) = X j + b i D i ( [5] ). Indeed, if ν k is the valuation associated to X k , consider ν i1 , . . . , ν is such that ν j , ν i1 , . . . , ν is generate a cone of maximal dimension belonging to E A . Then in local coordinates the equation of σ is x j x i1 · · · x is , so σ has vanishing order 1 at {x j = 0} .
As X \ X j = G , in order to calculate the coefficients b i , i = 1, . . . l , we can restrict ourselves to G . Recall that the (B × B − )-stable irreducible divisors in G are the colors D i = Bs αi B − = U s αi T U − , α i a simple root. Consider (ker α i ) • , the identity irreducible component of the kernel of the character α i , and put G i = Z G ((ker α i ) • ) . Let P i (resp. Q i ) be the minimal parabolic containing B (resp. B − ) associated to α i (resp. −α i ). From the properties of the Bruhat decomposition we get
From the discussion above it is clear that we can restrict ourselves to G i , and then to its semisimple part. This one is isomorphic to Sl (2) or PSl (2) , and these cases are easily checked. Finally, observe that as the coefficients a j , b i are greater than or equal to zero, it follows that the section σ belongs to H 0 (X, ω −1 X ) .
Notation. We denote G to be the simply connected cover of G . Given a dominant weight λ , there exists a unique line bundle L over X such that its restriction to the unique closed orbit Y is L(λ) ( [15] ); we denote it as L X (λ) .
Definition 4.
Let k be of characteristic p > 0 , and let X be a G-variety. We say that a splitting σ ∈ H 0 (X,
In order to construct a canonical splitting for an arbitrary normal G-embedding, we first recall the construction of a splitting for the wonderful embedding ( [2] ), and show that it is a canonical one.
Definition 5. If w ∈ W is an element of the Weyl group, we define X(w) , the large Schubert variety, as the closure in X of the double class BwB ⊂ G .
Notation. From now on, we assume that char k = p > 0 .
Lemma 2 ([2]
). The wonderful embedding X is canonically split compatibly with all (G × G)-orbit closures and all subvarieties X(w) and (w 0 , w 0 )X(w) (obvious action), for w ∈ W and for w 0 ∈ W the element of maximal length.
Proof. In [2] is constructed a splitting σ ∈ H 0 (X, ω 1−p X ) verifying all but the first assertion. We recall the construction given there in order to prove that σ is a canonical splitting.
Consider the Steinberg module St = H 0 (G/B, (p − 1)ρ) . Using Frobenius reciprocity and selfduality of St we obtain a ( G × G)-homomorhism f : St St → H 0 (X, L X ((p − 1)ρ)) , such that the composition
is an isomorphism, where Y denotes as usual the unique closed orbit of X .
Consider the ( G × G)-morphism
, we obtain an unique homomorphism (up to a constant)
Let v + (resp. v − ) be a highest (resp. lowest) weight vector in H 0 (G/B, ρ) . Then
By the proof of [16, Prop. 4.3.17] , a ⊗ b verifies the conditions i) and ii) of the definition of canonical splitting. As f 2 is ( G × G)-equivariant, it follows that f 2 (a ⊗ b) , and thus τ = ϕ(a ⊗ b) satisfy the conditions, too. Write x α (t) · τ = p−1 r=0 t r · τ α,r , with τ α,r ∈ H 0 (X, L X (2(p − 1)ρ)) . Consider the ( G × G)-invariant sections σ i of L X (α i ) = O X (−X i ) , i = 1, . . . , l ; then the section σ = τ σ p−1 i License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Proof. Suppose char k = p > 0 , and let π : X → X be the desingularisation of a normal G-embedding X constructed in Proposition 3. It is clear that the exceptional locus of π is included set theoretically in the union r j=1 X j = X \ G of the (G × G)-stable irreducible divisors. The divisor associated to the section σ ∈ H 0 (X, ω 1−p X ) constructed in the proof of Theorem 2 contains this union, so we are in conditions to apply the results of [1, §3] , and deduce that X has a rational resolution. The case char k = 0 is obtained by reduction mod p ([1]).
Good filtrations
Let M be a (normal, irreducible) reductive monoid with unit group G , such that the center of G is one-dimensional. In [3] , it is proved that in that case the algebra of regular functions of M has a good filtration for the induced action of G × G . We extend this result to arbitrary (normal, irreducible) reductive monoids, as a consequence of the existence of a canonical Frobenius splitting for M . Definition 6. Let G be a reductive group; a rational G-module V has a good filtration if there exists a filtration (0) = V 0 ⊂ V 1 ⊂ · · · such that V i = V and for all i there exists λ i ∈ Ξ + (T ) such that V i+1 /V i ∼ = H 0 (G/B, λ i ) , the highest weight module of greatest weight λ i . 
